
CUBS Vs Sox

I haven’t had a chance to blog much, but a few posts ago in my
“To Hellinois…  … And Back Again” blog series, I mentioned
that I might be partaking in a “very exciting, awesomely fun
event” to which I promised, “more on that later”.

Now that the event is definite, I am bursting with excitement,
so I will share –  hubby got us tickets to see the Chicago
Cubs play the White Sox LIVE!  I’ve been wanting to go to a
Cubs game for awhile (since our last visit to Wrigley in
2004), but last summer was out because I had a baby and
unscheduled surgery from which I had to recover.  So, June 28
at  Comisky  Park  US  Cellular  Field,  we  will  venture  into
Chicagoland once again to cheer on the Chicago Cubs while on
the turf of the Chicago White Sox – AWESOME!  My mom was nice
enough to agree to watch all 4 kids for the day (and the
eldest 3 for the rest of the week, BOOLYAH!), and the tickets
for the BIG GAME arrived in the mail the other day.

They accidentally got thrown away in the garbage with the junk
mail, but LUCKILY hubby was heads up and asked about the
whereabouts of the tickets.  That’s when I realized that I
probably had thrown them away – by accident of course!  Good
thing he asked when he did – the tickets were found not too
near the bottom of the garbage and salvaged, thank goodness!

But  anyway,  I  am  looking  forward  to  this  event  like  you
wouldn’t believe.  Not only is it LIVE baseball, but it’s MLB,
not AAA or AA.  And it’s the Cubs I get to go watch, and
they’re playing the SOX – their arch-rival (especially as far
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as I’m concerned – I HATE those White Sox!!!).  So I would say
yeah,  even  though  it’s  not  even  2  months  after  our  last
Chicago visit, this visit will be well worth it!  So watch 
for us – we’ll be decked out in Cubs gear to be sure to
properly invade the South Side Sox turf.  The game is at
12:05pm local time on June 28 – the last of a 3-game series
between the two teams, so it promises to be that much more
exciting!  It’s scheduled to be shown on WGN, so if you get
that channel, check it out, you just might see Taylhis and
Co.!

GO CUBS!!!!

Tri-State Weekend
We were all over the place this past weekend.  I guess it was
the nice weather…  wait, it rained Saturday!

It started with game night on Friday night – my intentions
were to take it easy and end somewhat early so we could rest
up for a big day with the kids on Saturday.  It didn’t end up
that way – we began the weekend by staying up too late!  But
it was a fun game night, kind of a different crowd, so it was
interesting to mix it up a little.  Our new friend brought
presents for the kids to game night, and I can’t express
enough gratitude – she basically saved game night!  Our will-
be-5-yr-old-tomorrow Sammie was in a mood, and seeing the new
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friend (the presents didn’t hurt either!) actually got her out
of the mood she would have otherwise stayed in all night
probably – thanks Mary!

Saturday we were going to take the kids to the Binder Park Zoo
in Battle Creek, Michigan.  My husband and I (and Taylor in
her fetal days) went there in ’99, and we loved the zoo.  We
found out it was only about an hour and a half drive from
here, so we decided to check it out.  An hour and a half drive
doesn’t seem like a long time if there’s no traffic and the
kids are good!  Besides, an hour and half drive home after a
busy day can sometimes (if we’re lucky) cinch the deal and put
all 4 of them asleep for the night.  Well, anyway, it was
raining on Saturday.  And we didn’t want to take 4 kids
through an unfamiliar zoo in the rain.  So we ended up at
Crazy Pinz in Fort Wayne, Indiana.  It’s a place where they
have arcade games, bowling, mini-bowling, mini-golf and the
kids’ favorite, Ball-O-City – a giant play area with levels
and tunnels and balls to shoot at each other.  I was really
happy  when  my  husband  pointed  out  the  Chicago  Cubs  game
playing on the huge tv in the bar.  So I stood over there and
watched the Cubs wriggle out of a dicey situation – they had
been winning 4-0 when all of a sudden, Houston scores 4 in the
9th and ties it up!  They also had bases loaded, but the Cubs
got out of it somehow and came back with a win in the bottom
of a 9th!  The bar at Crazy Pinz erupted in a cheer – Cubs
fans everywhere!  So we stayed there for awhile and then got
home late but not too late for us to catch up on watching the
season finales of our two favorite tv shows – Lost and The
Office.

I guess I should save it for another post, so let’s just say
we were really happy with the finales of BOTH shows.  Lost
actually answered a lot of questions that were outstanding,
and it can finally be seen how events are starting to come
full circle for the characters.  Something awesome occurred on
the Office, well, it was alluded to anyway, but I think it was



obvious what the next development is for the Pam and Jim
characters.  Ahem.

Sunday after church we decided to reclaim our Saturday plans
and head up to Battle Creek to Binder Park Zoo.  Sunday was a
gorgeous, picture-perfect day weather-wise, and it ended up
being a great decision – it would not be fun to tour this zoo
in the rain with 4 little kids.  The zoo is mostly outdoor,
and there is a bit of walking if you want to see the majority
of the zoo.  You climb aboard a (free) zoo tram that takes you
5 minutes into the wilderness, err Wild Africa as the zoo
calls it.  But whether it’s the wilds of Michigan or the
savannas of Africa, the view that awaits you when you arrive
in  Binder  Park’s  Africa  is  breathtaking.   Beyond  the
authentic-seeming African village is a wall, and beyond the
wall:

Click the picture to see a larger version – those are zebras
and Thomson’s Gazelles grazing in the huge pasture.  And a
clutch of ostrich eggs (real?) on the edge of the exhibit
(lower right middle of picture).  The giraffes can go out
there too, but they are usually over here:
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where you can FEED them!  It was a
great day at a great zoo, and we even saw an animal I had
never heard of – the Patagonian Mara.  Fully grown they are
about 35-40 lbs. (the one here at Binder Park is 9 mos. old
and  about  half  that),  and  they  are  rodents  most  closely
related guinea pigs.  At Binder Park, the keeper was in the
cage with the mara, and she was jumping onto his leg and doing
tricks for food – very cool.  I didn’t get the best picture;
there was a tree in the way – again click for a larger pic,
maybe you can actually see the mara:

The Binder Park Zoo also has a cute rabbit exhibit where the
kids can crawl through a tunnel and end up “in” with the
rabbits, a cool children’s zoo (housing the happiest Guinea
pigs I’ve ever seen – the first time I’ve seen Guinea pigs
that weren’t squealing with fright or freaking out), and a
carousel, among other fun things.  Here is my son on his first
carousel ride:
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And two of my 4 happy kids at the zoo:

And my other two riding a giant
ant:

So…  a great weekend, even if we were never home sweet home. 
I was going to share my pastor’s story he told on Sunday, but
this post is long enough, that will have to wait for another
post!  Until then…
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Simultaneous Sports
Last night was rare – my husband and I were watching two
different sports on two different tvs, and football was not
involved!  My husband is a huge fan of the Chicago Bears, and
tries  to  catch  every  one  of  their  games.   But  it’s  not
football season, so we decided to check in on the Chicago
Bulls since they are in the playoffs.  We tuned in right at
(what was supposed to be) the end of the game, and it was
really exciting!  Let me back up to 1997 for a minute – a few
weeks after we met, my husband took me on a date to a Chicago
Bulls game.  Not just any game – it was game 6 of the NBA
Finals, and the Bulls were going for the win over the Utah
Jazz.  Not only that, we got to see the “Dream Team” in action
– Michael Jordan, Scottie Pippen, Dennis Rodman, Luc Longley,
etc.  And the Bulls ended up winning that night!  It was so
fun…  well, except for when I passed out on the street before
the game – it was in such a bad neighborhood that people
thought I had OD’d.  But I had just not eaten or drank much
water that day since my car had overheated, and I had to walk
to a pay phone and try to get a hold of my husband, er
boyfriend at the time to pick me up where I was stranded.  We
were almost late to the game, and it was obviously a hot day
and I think I dehydrated…  Anyway, that was my first and only
live  NBA  game,  and  it  was  enough  to  let  me  appreciate
basketball, especially exciting games with high stakes.

So   last  night,  the  Bulls  were  on  the  verge  of  getting
eliminated from the series, when the score was tied and they
went  into  overtime  –  not  once,  not  twice,  but  triple
overtime!  And the Bulls ended up beating the Boston Celtics –
tying the series at 3-3.  Winner of the next game takes all! 
It was a lot of fun to watch, and Saturday’s game will be even
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more fun!  So that game was on  the tv, and on my laptop I had
put on the Cubs game which also went into an extra inning, but
I won’t talk about that too much – they  didn’t end up
winning.  But the game was very exciting up until the 10th
inning, and I noted how unusual it was to have duelling sports
on in my house – especially because it’s not the time of year
when MLB and NFL seasons overlap!

Busiest Weekend EVER!
Whew!!!  It’s Sunday night – the finale of what just might be
our busiest weekend ever!

Friday night we stayed up late to tie up loose ends and
organize our film shoot scheduled for Saturday.  Christopher, 
our 9-month-old, has decided to start waking up in the middle
of the night again, so despite our best efforts (and going to
bed early didn’t work out either since there was SO much work
to do for the film shoot), we did not achieve the much-needed
good night’s sleep on Friday night after not getting very much
sleep Thursday night either.  Saturday we were up bright and
early to take the kids 20 miles into the country to their new
babysitter – our regular babysitter had stopped doing weekends
some time ago, and it finally became time to find a weekend
babysitter.  I know what you’re thinking –  a new babysitter
in a different town = scary!  But of course we had met with
her beforehand, and we liked what we saw.  Not only that, but
she lives in a very small town, and her husband’s a teacher
(so he had an established reputation, and also would need to
protect it) AND she is a friend of a very good friend – ie,
she had awesome references that checked out, and when it was
all said and done, the kids had a GREAT time over there.  As
for us, we had a VERY busy day trying to shoot our “short”
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film.  I put ‘short’ into quotes because the short film took
so LONG to film – at least in some of the cast members’
opinions.   I  actually  thought  the  shoot  went  quite  well,
considering certain factors.  But the bottom line is, it was a
heck of a lot different than doing live theater (how didn’t
some of us see THAT coming – it seems obvious that film and
stage would be like comparing apples and oranges), and we did
not wrap all of the scenes in one day.  So guess what we’re
doing next Saturday?  No complaints out of me,  as long as
attitudes stay positive…

Saturday night after the shoot we were exhausted.  We were
going  to  take  the  kids  to  the  park,  but  it  started  to
sprinkle, and so we were able to catch an AWESOME Cubs game on
tv instead.  This entire series with the St. Louis Cardinals
has been  so great to watch, even though I’ve actually only
caught parts of two of the games – more on that later. 
Saturday night saw us staying up too late again because it
took awhile to settle down the kids after their big day.  And,
lo and behold, Christopher was up all night again.  Right when
we flopped into bed, he sat up in his crib.  I pretended like
I was sleeping for a few minutes so I could be a fly on the
wall and see what he did to entertain himself.  I almost
giggled as he sat up and clapped his hands to himself – it was
adorable!  I must have fallen asleep though because the next
thing I knew (after a few hazy awakenings throughout the night
when kids were crying), it was morning and time to get up and
get ready for church.

Church  this  morning  was  entertaining  (I  always  find  it
entertaining and enlightening, but I really do need to get
some more sleep – I SO don’t want to be known as the lady who
dozes in church!) as always, although our usual pastor did not
give the sermon.  I liked the sermon, but not as much as when
our usual pastor does it… oh well.  After church, we went to
our usual brunch and there we decided to take the kids to the
Hannah Montana movie.  Except that once we decided, we had



only 20 minutes to finish eating, get to the theater, and find
a row of seats – what it takes to hold our family at the movie
theater nowadays.

Come to think of it, it was such a busy weekend,  and Sunday
was busiest of all, so I think I’ll end the post here and make
it a two-parter.  My regular readers can  consider this a
cliff-hanger because they know that any time we take all 4
kids  to  the  movie  theater,  it’s  nothing  short  of  an
adventure…   Until  part  two…

Oh Captain, My Captain
Tonight, I was treated to a surprise on the television after I
got home from work: only the second televised Yankee game of
the new season and it was the first game broadcast on the New
York station we get via DishTV.  Quite a difference from
yesterday’s 15-5 debacle.  New starter A.J. Burnett had a no-
no going through six, but in the bottom of the 7th, the Rays
scored a pair to make the score even.  By the ninth, the
Bombers had made the score 7-2 capped off by Captain Jeter’s
three-run dinger.  I now see that the Yanks and Tigers are
even  in  their  respective  divisions  at  4-4;  however,  the
Detroit-Chicago  White  Stocking  game  was  postponed  due  to
rain.  And the Cubbies continue their winning ways at 5-2… GO
CUBBIES!

For the past week or so, I have been rather surprised that
neither ESPN station nor the New York affiliate were going to
carry  the  opener  at  the  new  cathedral.   I  searched  and
searched the guide at Thursday afternoon at 1PM.  I guess I
should  have  checked  the  Ohio  Sports  channel.   If  I  had
realized that the Yanks were facing the Tribe from Cleveland,
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I would have checked it before tonight.  So, following my
shift Thursday afternoon… I just hope no one wants to watch
soap operas.

No More Goat Heads, Please
Ok, we get it – the Chicago Cubs have had a goat curse on them
since 1945.  It began when a tavern owner put a curse on the
Cubs because they wouldn’t let him bring his pet goat into the
stadium for a World Series game, and the Cubs have not played
in a World Series since.  So why, here in 2009, does someone
feel the need to leave a severed goat head outside Wrigley
Field on the day of the Cubs home opener?  Not only that, but
the pranksters were at it last year as well.  We get it – the
Cubs have a goat curse on them.  Ha,ha, laugh, laugh, nudge,
nudge.  Those Sox fans aren’t very creative, are they?  At
least the head most likely was not specifically “crafted” for
the prank – apparently there are a number of ethnic butcher
shops in the city that carry goat’s and sheep’s heads – yum.

GO CUBS!

Incredible Baseball!
I am a baseball fan.  The baseball season started not even a
week ago, and I’ve already seen, well, I won’t say that I’ve
seen enough good baseball for the season – #1 because I don’t
want to jinx the rest of the season, and #2 how could there
ever be enough good baseball for a fan?  What I’m trying to
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say is, this season so far (all six days of it) has been
incredibly satisfying – especially for a Cubs fan such as
myself.   The  Chicago  Cubs,  my  team  of  choice,  has  been
involved in two rubber games – for those who aren’t familiar,
a rubber game is a game that will decide who wins a series. 
Of the two series the Cubs have played so far this season,
both have come down to the rubber game.  The Cubs won their
first rubber game against the Houston Astros, thus winning the
series,  and  tonight  they  are  vying  against  the  Milwaukee
Brewers for the rubber game of their second series of the
season.

The  Cubs  /  Brewers  series  has  been  nothing  short  of
incredible.  These teams are rivals almost as notorious as the
Cubs / White Sox, but then again, nothing can compare to
cross-town  rivalry  across  divisions.   This  weekend,  we’ll
settle for some up-the-lake rivalry.  I have to admit that on
Friday night, I was disappointed.  I stayed out in the living
room, sacrificing myself for our game night taking place in
the dining room, to watch the end of the Cubs/Brewers baseball
game.  The game was 2 – nothing Brewers until the 4th inning
when the Cubs were able to score, making it 2-1.  The Cubs
were able to score again in the 6th, when Koyie Hill hit a 2-
run homer to allow the Cubs a lead.  But they just couldn’t
hang on to it, and the Brewers scored and won in the bottom of
the 9th.  But it was their home opener, so we should give the
guys something for their efforts, right?  So they got a win,
and Saturday night, we were back in business….  we listened to
the game on the radio on the way home from the Toledo Zoo. 
The game was a leapfrog match; 3-2 Milwaukee by the time we
tuned in.  But somewhere along the Ohio turnpike, the Cubbies
tied it up.  Then we got home and turned on the tv before we
even unloaded our dollar store purchases and turned on the
living room light.  We did get the sleeping kids out of the
car,  fyi.   I  might  be  a  fan  of  baseball,  but  I’m  not
criminally insane enough to abandon the wee-ones to slumber in
the car – hehe.  We turned on the tv in the living room just



in  time  to  watch  a  little  bit  of  leapfrogging,  baseball-
style.  Alfonso Soriano hit a 2-run homer to bring the Cubs
into the lead and would eventually be the fate of the game,
leading us to a rubber match on Easter Sunday.

As I posted earlier, we had a wonderful early Easter Sunday,
and after church and brunch, we decided to have a lazy day. 
Well, kind of, I had to tackle Mount Washmore, which I did,
but then I was able to enjoy the baseball game once it came on
at  (very late for a Sunday) 8pm.  And this game is the entire
reason why I’m writing this post – what an incredible game! 
First off, Alfonso Soriano began the game with a homer on the
first pitch – AGAIN!  That guy also hit a homer on the very
first pitch of the season this year – not to mention the fact
that his homer is what put the Cubs in the lead during last
night’s game –  that guy is on FIRE!!!  So anyway, the Cubs
got themselves 4 runs ahead of the Brewers tonight, and then
the Brewers got a grand slam to tie up the game – but wait –
Reed Johnson grew springs in his shoes, and he jumps up and
grabs that ball from homerun-dom, saving the Cubs and their
lead!  Across the remaining innings, they increase their lead
and win the rubber game for the second time this season of the
two series they’ve played – WHEW!  It’s baseball time again!!!

And I should mention, the Cubs winning this second series of
the season is probably due to my hat.  I’m very superstitious
about my Cubs baseball hat.  I was so busy with my 4 kids that
I forgot to wear my hat until Saturday (when the Cubs needed
some help, I might add), so I wore it all day on Saturday, and
they ended up beating the Brewers, which means that my hat has
the power this year to do great things.  Even though we had a
lazy Sunday and didn’t go anywhere today, I wore the hat
around the house and what happens – CUBS WIN!!!!!



Cutest Cubs Fan Ever!

Enough said.

Happy Easter!
I was right about something – I said it was going to be a
great weekend and it was, even now, Sunday afternoon, when
it’s time for the Easter comedown the kids get when their
sugar highs from all that candy wear off!

We celebrated our 10th wedding anniversary (again!) Friday
night with a game night, and as usual, we had lots of fun! 
Without announcing it to anyone, I decided to have a sort of
Mexican  theme,  which  simply  meant  making  a  taco  dip  and
margaritas.  It’s not like I usually have themes for game
night; I just happened to read a recipe for the taco dip
earlier in the week, then we almost got the kids a snow cone
machine which inspired the margaritas.  Even though we didn’t
get the snow cone machine, my husband said we have a little
device that crushes ice; except when it came time for the
margaritas, he decided he didn’t want to crush the ice, and we
ended up with glasses full of crushed popsicles (?) instead. 
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So anyway, I don’t remember telling any of my friends it was
Mexican game night, but about 4 of them showed up with salsa
and/or taco dip!  When the last person arrived a little late
and brought salsa, we gave her a standing ovation – hey, most
of us are theater people; it seemed like the thing to do!  I
forgot to mention that before the game night, we went to
Walmart where they had an Easter bunny to visit.  My youngest
daughter was afraid of him, so that explains how I got in the
picture:

Saturday the community theater had their first-ever Easter egg
hunt.  We were actually going to go to the drive-thru zoo /
safari park in Port Clinton, Ohio, but we decided to stay and
support the theater’s egg hunt instead.  And that was a great
decision – the egg hunt was a blast!  There were organized
games for the older kids while the toddlers hunted, but our
little 2 ½ year old daughter, Disney, was a little shy about
picking up the eggs.  The eggs had prizes in them, ranging
from candy to tickets for large prizes to coin dollars – and
Disney got one of those!  The older kids enjoyed a  variety of
games; including a relay race where they were to race to a
table and finish two boxes of Peeps – no hands allowed!  It
was a riot!
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The kids enjoyed doing an actual egg hunt, unlike at our
town’s  annual  Easter  egg  hunt  where  they’ve  resorted  to
throwing candy on the floor of the middle school gym rather
than try to plan around the weather every year and do it at a
playground where they can actually hide the candy.  They even
sold lunch, which  was great because after the hunt, we were
ready to take off for the zoo and the kids had already been
fed!

So we got to the Toledo Zoo and it was a little less than two
hours before closing, so we had to pick and choose exhibits to
see.  Our oldest daughter really enjoys the Aquarium, so we
began in there, and made our way around the back half of the
zoo, ending with the great apes.  The orangutans were bedding
down for the night, and the gorillas were eating – allowing
for some great up close views since a few of them chose eating
perches right in front of the viewing glass.  Because the
weather is getting nicer, many animals were outside, and we
enjoyed activity from the tigers and sloth bears – one of
which is our “friend” and enjoys smelling us through the glass
and playing with dangling car keys and hats.  My favorite
animal of the day were the hippos – the Toledo Zoo has full-
size, humongous hippos (not the smaller pygmy variety found in
many zoos), and Saturday they were hungry!  The keeper had
them cordoned off while he put out their food, and we got to
watch as he let them at it, one by one.  The poor hippo who
had to wait got anxious and was opening his mouth really wide
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and rolling over in the water – hippo version of begging, I
guess…  but after seeing that huge animal charge and buck in
the water like that made me realize just how dangerous a boat
ride on the Nile River would be!

The zoo closed, so we went to a few of my favorite types of
stores – $1 stores, which was lucky I thought because I was
sure they would close around 6ish on a Saturday.  I thought I
remembered that about stores from my youth – I remember being
disappointed about not being able to stay at the mall later on
Saturdays…  but I’m glad I was wrong and they were open until
9 because I was able to stock up on some snacks and birthday
party  goodie  bag  trinkets  for  our  soon-to-be  5-year-old’s
upcoming party.  When we got home, I was dead tired, but I did
catch  the end of an awesome Chicago Cubs game before playing
Easter bunny.  The Cubs came from behind the Milwaukee Brewers
to tie up the game and then win it with an Alfonso Soriano
home run – that guy is on fire this year!!  We got the kids’
Easter baskets ready and hid the non-perishable eggs and went
to bed.

Sunday we let our baby wake us – usually my husband wakes with
the  baby  and  lets  me  and  the  other  kids  sleep  in  when
possible.  But today I wanted to be up in time to hide the
real eggs, so we put our two youngest in the bath, started the
coffee, and began hiding eggs.  But not soon after, our oldest
starting coming down the stairs, so we had to re-direct her
and give her a “job” to do upstairs while we finished so she
wouldn’t see us.  We had a great time, but my camera’s battery
died, so I don’t have any pictures of that…

Then it was off to church to learn about the real reason we
celebrate Easter (how did coloring eggs get involved anyway? 
Maybe something to look up later when the kids are in bed and
the Cubs are creaming the Brewers!).  I never get bored at
church, but I do get awfully tired – today my coffee wore off
despite the energizing music and the pastor’s entertaining
sermon involving hot dogs and Jesus, of course!  I guess I



just get so relaxed since I don’t have to worry about any of
the kids for an hour – that’s a good thing!  We did go to bed
late last night though…  maybe I’ll catch a nap while the kids
play Easter bunny to their pets.  They are hiding carrots in
plastic eggs for their rats and hiding dog treats in eggs for
their dogs.  The bird got a new toy also, but he screamed at
me while I was doing laundry again, so he’s back on the sh*t
list.  My friend is running an ‘ugly pet contest’ for a play
she’s in, and I think I’m going to enter the bird for revenge
– he’s molting and his feathers are nappy right now – HA!

Happy Easter everyone!

There’s Always Tomorrow
I see by the ol’ tangents homepage, that there are two blogs
which have yet to see any posts.  I am certain that these two
very talented and resourceful individuals can come up with
brilliant things to pique our curiosity.  One of them has
vowed to make her first posting AFTER April 1st.  It is now
nearing April 7th.

As for my day, I spent a few hours typing the script for a new
version of Seven Brides for Seven Brothers.  The only things I
know about the original movie musical is that it featured the
original Catwoman (Julie Newmar) as one of the brides and
there is a lot of dancing involved.  Obviously, it deals with
a group of seven brothers in search of seven brides.  This
version transports the action to  twenty-first century Alaska
and the age of laptop computers among other phenomena of the
day.  There is music and very little dancing (none that I
could not handle, anyway) involved.

Then, I WAS looking forward to opening day.  The outcome was

https://www.tangents.org/sports/theres-always-tomorrow/
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not  pleasurable  at  least  for  the  Bronx  Bombers  and  their
multi-million dollar lead off pitcher, C.C. Sabathia.  Four
and two-thirds innings.  Six runs, eight hits, five walks, two
wild pitches in one inning, and no strikeouts.  The Yanks’
second big money hopeful, Mark Teixeira did not fare well
either going 0-4 at the plate.  Teixeira was also eyeballed
during the off-season by the Baltimore Orioles and the Orioles
faithful showed their disaproval as they booed the Maryland
native unmercifully at each at bat.   The pressure for any new
Yankee must be immense.  It was a good thing that opening day
was not at the new stadium because I am sure that the reaction
would not have been pretty by fans in the Bronx.  Ah, well one
game down. Can only go up from here.  At least the Cubbies
were victorious.  Sorry j, I see the Tigers were unsuccessful
on opening day as well.


